available as a temporary hospital. The last of the patients was removed elsewhere just before fire shot from the roof, the nurses refusing to leave until the police insisted. Elsewhere there were terrible scenes particularly at the Agnes State Hospital, near Santa Clara, which was entirely destroyed, a large proportion of the insane patients being killed, while many more were badly hurt. Here, too, both nurses and medical men remained at their posts and did their utmost both to succour the injured and to prevent the dangerous uninjured from making their escape.
THE SETTLEMENTS IN SAN FRANCISCO.
Before the disaster at San Francisco the staff attached to the Nurses' Settlement had been hoping to establish a small free hospital, as they had frequently experienced difficulty in persuading their patients to enter the large institutions, or in gaining the parents' permission to the removal of their children. Now, of course, all possibility of carrying out the scheme is at an end for the time, and it is not even known whether the nurses themselves have escaped with their lives, as the Settlement was naturally in the poorer parts of the city, which suffered the most from the shock. It is eight years since the pioneer Settlement was first started. The shaded portion represents the area of" t enderness in the early stages of perforated gastric ulcer. Twenty minutes before the first dose of ipecacuanha is given the patient is generally ordered some tinct. opii, and the application of a mustard leaf to the epigastric region to assist him in keeping the medicine down, and this is repeated on the following nights if there is any sickness.
The amount of ipecacuanha given is gradually reduced and the diet increased, until in about a fortnight only 10 grains are being taken?5 grains at bedtime and 5 grains in the early morning, fasting.
At the end of ten days he may be allowed to sit up in bed a little, and soon after to get up, but care must be taken that he does not become tired and that he is warmly clad.
In That is, it is essential that she should have some absorbing interest outside her work, something sufficiently interesting to make her forget it for the time.
At the present day we have excellent nurses, but a great number of these, really well-trained and capable women as they are, suffer from one-sidedness. Part of their nature has been over-developed to the neglect of the rest. They have given, too much of themselves to their work.
Nursing is absorbing, and it does make tremendous demands on its votaries. It absorbs time, thought, energy, ability, affection, to the exclusion of all else. This makes for narrow-mindedness, which is one of the great failings of nurses as a class. 14 might tend to restore the balance a little if each nurse were to keep on any hobby or pursuit in which she had taken an interest in her pre-hospital days. She would not find it an undue tax on her strength. Absence of occupation is not rest, change of occupation sometimes is, and a hobby that compels a fair amount of attention and thought and even energy, would prove the greatest boon a nurse could have. By taking her thoughts completely away from her work and her patients, she would be enabled to return to her ward and its duties braced up and strengthened beyond belief. What is even more important, her character, the real ego. would gain immeasurably. The Dove on the Crass.
